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Carbon dioxideCarbon dioxide 80%80%
WaterWater vapourvapour 10%10%
NitrogenNitrogen 10%10%

EarthEarth’’s atmosphere s atmosphere 4,5 Billion4,5 Billion
Years agoYears ago::



EarthEarth’’s atmospheres atmosphere todaytoday

NitrogenNitrogen 78%78%
OxygenOxygen 21%21%
OtherOther gasesgases 1%1%





Seawater dissolves 73 times more
than fresh water







IPCC





Total Total amountamount of COof CO22 in the in the atmosatmos.   775 Gton C.   775 Gton C
BiomassBiomass absorbs     absorbs     101 Gton C101 Gton C
TheThe seas dissolvesseas dissolves 92 Gton C92 Gton C

AntropogenicAntropogenic addition is today  8 Gton Caddition is today  8 Gton C

This is  1 %  of theThis is  1 %  of the naturalnatural amountamount of COof CO2 2 

in the  in the  atmosphereatmosphere

25 % of all CO25 % of all CO22 in thein the atmosatmos. is. is
consumed each yearconsumed each year



This means that annual humanThis means that annual human
emissionsemissions

are consumedare consumed
by natural forces in 16 daysby natural forces in 16 days



How is the level of CO2 established
in the atmosphere?



Vostok Ice Core Courtesy J.R. Petit



50 ppm



Alert Station – Ellesmere Island - Canada

15 ppm



Mauna Loa

5 ppm



South Pole



year  ppm/yr
1980  1.67
1981  1.08
1982  0.99
1983  1.83
1984  1.32
1985  1.60
1986  1.02 
1987  2.71 
1988  2.24
1989  1.36
1990  1.27
1991  0.82
1992  0.64
1993  1.13
1994  1.62
1995  2.03
1996  1.10
1997  1.96
1998  2.91
1999  1.37
2000  1.24
2001  1.86
2002  2.36
2003  2.23
2004  1.65
2005  2.42 

CO2 increase per year

PinatuboPinatubo

Super El NinoSuper El Nino









MSU temperature anomalies 1950-1980



No significant correlation between CO2 increases 
and 
human caused annual CO2 emissions (P>0.10).

A multiregression statistical analysis show:

A highly significant correlation between 
temperature anomalies 
and 
annual CO2 increases (P<0.0001)



There are primarily three factors controlling 
the CO2 level in the atmosphere due to 

the atmopshere-ocean surface equilibrium process

1. The ocean water surface temperature and its correlated
surface area. During ice ages the ocean surfaces are also
reduced and a larger ice area reduces the albedo factor.
Changes over long time cycles due to ocean currents



There are basically three factors controlling 
the CO2 level in the atmosphere

1. The ocean water surface temperature and its correlated
surface area.

2.    Annual seasonal changes of ocean water temperatures



There are basically three factors controlling 
the CO2 level in the atmosphere

1. The ocean water surface temperature and its correlated
surface area.

2. Annual seasonal changes of water temperatures
3. Natural events like volcanic eruptions and El Ninos affecting

ocean surface water temperatures



What about the human CO2-emissions?

Today human emissions are 1% of the total CO2 content in the
atmosphere

Considering that the annual turnover of CO2 with oceans and
Biomass is 25% of all CO2 in the atmosphere the annual
human contribution is insignificant

The amount of CO2 dissolved into the oceans are determined
by the ocean surface temperature to reach equilibrium with 
atmosphere



In 1991-1992 as a result of the Pinatubo eruption
the Earth cooled almost 1 C.

The increase of CO2 in the atmosphere was 1,47 ppm 
or 3 Gton C

At the same time human emissions were 12,5 Gton C.

Where did the remaining 9,5 Gton C go?

Most of it was dissolved into the oceans 
due to colder water





I IPCC



HasHas there beenthere been aa preindustrialpreindustrial
CO2CO2--levellevel??



The mean values of atmospheric CO2 measurements 
between 1800 and 1955.

Encircled values selected by Callendar made an average 19th century CO2

concentration of 290 ppmv. 

Redrawn after Fonselius et al.. 1956.

Callendar’s selection

Z. Jaworowski







Wagner et al



IPCC



Jaworowski
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Has humanHas human emissons causedemissons caused
globalglobal warmingwarming??



IPCC IPCC -- IllarionovIllarionov

5050
ppmppm

Bevis 5Bevis 5



Human CO2 emissions 200 Billion tons

Natural increase of CO2 

110 Billion tons



IPCC models show that the total greenhouse effect of
CO2 and other gases in addition to 

particles and aerosols, will result in a 
heating of the atmosphere at 

8.000-12.000 m altitude





MSU and balloon measurements show no warming



Increasing CO2 leads to a very limited 
green-house effect following a
logaritmic deacreasing curve

A doubling of 1900 level of 290 ppm
leads to a temperature increase of
1,2 C 

T. J. Nelson







ThankThank you for youryou for your
attentionattention



Ernest-Georg Beck, Freiburg, August 2006:
„180 Years Accurate CO2 – Gas Analysis of Air by Chemical Methods” (106 pages; 
175 references).   
Most of  >90 000 atmospheric CO2 measurements (accuracy  between 1 and 3%) 
were ignored by Callendar,  Keeling and  IPCC.

Average (5 years) local atmospheric CO2 concentrations between 1812 and 1961, 
based on 320 technical papers. Red line represents SIPLE ice core CO2 measurements 
combined with Mauna Loa data. Three big CO2 maximums between 390 and 440 ppmv 
were observed at many stations between 1820 and 1942.









Global temperatures exagerated approx. 100%

Fred Goldberg 2008


